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2 Housing Markets

Housing markets showed  

some signs of recovery in 

2009. The question now is 

whether the large overhang of 

vacant units—combined with 

high unemployment and record 

foreclosures—will allow a robust 

and sustained upturn. As job 

growth resumes, however, 

household growth should pick 

up and help spur increased 

new construction and sales. 

With the economy, existing 

sales, and consumer confidence 

already turning around, home 

improvement spending should 

soon follow suit.

Plumbing tHe dePtHs

With demand for new homes reaching record lows, produc-
tion slowed to a crawl last year. In fact, fewer homes were 
started in 2009 than in any year since World War II. Even 
with a weak rebound in the second half of the year, starts 
of single-family homes were down 28 percent from 2008 and 
stood below 500,000 units for the first time since recordkeep-
ing began in 1959. Manufactured home placements fell by an 
even greater 34 percent, while multifamily starts plummeted 
by a whopping 62 percent from an already low level. 

Permitting for new housing was also off sharply, suggest-
ing that starts will remain below normal levels for some 
time. Census Bureau estimates show that permits totaled 
just 583,000 in 2009, compared with 2.16 million at the 2005 
peak and an annual average of 1.32 million in the 1990s 
(table a-2). Again, this is the first time in recorded history 
that annual permits have numbered less than 900,000. Even 
after a sizable 31 percent jump from the March 2009 trough 
to March 2010, the pace of permitting remained in the low 
600,000s through April of this year.

The sharp cutback in permits extended across the nation, 
with 57 of the 100 largest metropolitan areas posting record 
lows last year. In fully 89 percent of these metros, permitting 
activity in 2009 was at less than half the average annual pace 
in the 1990s (figure 6). 

Promising signs 

Even in the midst of crushing job losses and a severe recession, 
both new and existing home sales managed to stage comebacks 
in the middle of 2009. Although home sales lost some ground 
late in 2009 and early 2010, housing markets may have turned 
a corner.

The rebound in demand was aided by falling home prices, the 
federal tax credit for first-time homebuyers, and Federal Reserve 
purchases of mortgage-backed securities to keep interest rates 

Note: Metros are the top 100 largest in terms of 2008 population.

Source: Table W-1.
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low. Depending on the measure used, the peak-to-trough drop 
in monthly home prices was anywhere from 13 percent to 32 
percent. In many markets, prices fell by half or more—erasing the 
record runups earlier in the decade. Meanwhile, the federal tax 
credit for first-time buyers, initially set to expire in fall 2009, was 
renewed, expanded to include repeat homebuyers, and extended 
to contracts signed by the end of April 2010. Finally, interest rates 
on 30-year fixed mortgages averaged only 5.04 percent in 2009 and 
5.00 percent in the first quarter of 2010. 

As a result, the first-time homebuyer share of sales soared 
to 45 percent in 2009 as households previously boxed out of 
the market jumped at the dramatically lower prices. Bargain 
hunters buying up troubled properties largely drove the gains 
in existing home sales last year. The National Association of 
Realtors® estimated that the share of existing home sales that 
were distressed in 2009 averaged 36 percent per month, top-
ping out at fully 49 percent in March. 

risks to tHe reCovery 

After following a classic pattern of improving exactly two 
quarters before growth in real gross domestic product (GDP) 
turns up—and within two to three quarters of renewed 
employment growth—new home sales sputtered in the final 
quarter of 2009 and the first quarter of 2010. 

Despite strong new home sales gains in March and April 2010, 
the durability of the housing recovery is still at risk. In addi-
tion to the expiration of the homebuyer tax credit program, 
which may have temporarily jacked up home sales, the mar-
ket faces threats from the severe overhang of vacant units, 
still high unemployment, and record numbers of owners with 
homes worth less than the amount owed on their mortgages.

Demand has been so weak that vacancies hit record levels 
despite draconian production cuts. The number of vacan-
cies exploded from 2006 through 2008 before growth slowed 
in 2009. For-sale vacancies finally eased last year, perhaps 
aided by the first-time homebuyer tax credit. But increases in 
for-rent vacancies more than offset the reduction, suggest-
ing that some owners may have shifted their empty for-sale 
units to the rental market. Worse, the surge in foreclosures 
pushed the number of excess vacant homes in the “held off 
market” category some 745,000 units above normal levels, 
rivaling the total number of excess vacant units that are for 
sale and for rent (figure 7). 

On the for-sale side, vacancy rates for single-family homes 
edged down 0.2 percentage point in 2009 while those for mul-
tifamily units slipped 0.3 percentage point. This improvement 
may be only temporary, however, as banks continue to put 
foreclosed homes back on the market. On the for-rent side, 

Note: Metros are the top 100 largest in terms of 2008 population.

Source: Table W-1.
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vacancy rates increased slightly for single-family homes but 
climbed sharply for buildings with 10 or more apartments. 

The stubbornly high and rising overall vacancy rate—even 
with production near 60-year lows—reflects the fact that 
household growth has been running well below what would 
be expected in normal economic times. While there is some 
evidence that doubling up in shared quarters has been on the 
increase, the main explanation for the weakness of demand 
appears to be lower net immigration. 

High unemployment is not helping either. The limited histori-
cal data available suggest that employment growth is critical 
to new home sales in the first two years of housing market 
recoveries. But the sheer numbers of job losses and of dis-
couraged workers who have exited the labor force make this 
cycle much worse in depth and duration than the last several. 
When employment was hammered in previous downturns, 
job growth rebounded strongly. Most economists, however, 
consider a large bounceback unlikely in 2010. If job growth 

does surprise on the upside, home sales and construction 
could see a more robust recovery.

sagging Home PriCes

The overhang of vacant units pushed home prices down again 
in 2009. While all major price measures showed declines, the 
most inclusive indices—such as the NAR, S&P/Case-Shiller, 
and First American CoreLogic—registered the largest drops. 
Indeed, the declines in these indices (which include sub-
prime mortgages and very high-balance mortgages) are more 
than double those in the narrower Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA) or Conventional Mortgage Home Price Index 
(CMHPI). That the fall in the FHFA index accelerated in 
December 2009 suggests that rising delinquencies among 
prime mortgages are increasing the number of distressed 
sales and putting added pressure on home values.

Nominal price declines are especially noteworthy. Between 
October 2005 and March 2010, the NAR median house price 
plunged 26 percent. The only other time in the past 40 years 
that this measure has fallen was from November 1989 to 
December 1990, when the dip was just 2 percent. In the past 
year alone, nominal house prices in the narrower CMHPI index 
were off by more than 5 percent in 42 of the 81 metropolitan 
areas and divisions (52 percent) with consistent price histo-
ries back to 1975. Until 2009, only five metros (6 percent) had 
ever posted nominal declines greater than 5 percent in single 
year. 

According to the broad S&P/Case-Shiller index, prices for low-
end homes in most metropolitan areas registered the largest 
drops (figure 8). On average, the declines at the low end of 
the market were more than 50 percent greater than those at 
the high end. This disproportionate loss of housing wealth 
has added to the pressures on low-income homeowners faced 
with job losses and heavy debt loads. 

When nominal prices are rising, owners who get into trouble 
making payments or need to move can simply sell their homes 
for a nominal gain and pay off their mortgages. But when 
nominal prices fall, owners whose homes are worth less than 
their mortgages cannot sell at a gain. This impedes repeat 
sales and increases the likelihood of defaults. According to 
First American CoreLogic, roughly one-quarter of American 
homeowners with mortgages were underwater in the first 
quarter of 2010. Some 40 percent of these 11.2 million dis-
tressed owners are located in California and Florida. Nevada 
has the highest incidence of the problem, affecting 70 percent 
of homeowners with mortgages. 

At the same time, though, steep price declines also bring 
critical improvements in first-time homebuyer affordability 

Year  �  2006     �  2007     �  2008     �  2009     

Notes: Excess vacancies for for-sale units and units held off the market are estimated against 
1999–2001 levels; those for rental units are measured against 2003–7 levels. Held off 
market/other comprises occasional use, usual residence elsewhere, and other units. 
Estimates do not include units rented or sold and not yet occupied.

Source: JCHS tabulations of the US Census Bureau, Housing Vacancy Survey.
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 �  Low End     �  High End     

Notes: Values shown are monthly through March 2010. Low (high) end represents the bottom (top) third of the market based on previous purchase price.
Source: S&P/Case-Shiller Tiered House Price Indices.
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that will help to fuel recovery. Nationwide, the median sales 
price dropped from 4.7 times the median household income 
in 2005 to 3.4 times in 2009. When combined with low inter-
est rates, this puts mortgage payments on the median priced 
home closer to median gross rents than at anytime since 
1980 (table a-1). Among the 92 metropolitan areas consis-
tently covered by NAR since 1989, price-to-income ratios in 
21 are now below their long-run averages—some significant-
ly so. For example, the ratios in Lansing, Cleveland, and Cape 
Coral are some 18–23 percent lower than long-run levels. 

During the start of the spring buying season in March, median 
house prices as well as prices on homes with prime mort-
gages were headed higher.  The closely watched  (unadjusted) 
S&P/Case-Shiller index, however, showed another month 
of declines in most of the 20 metropolitan areas tracked. If 
prices soften after expiration of the homebuyer tax credit, 
some urgency to buy will be lost. But if prices firm, they could 
encourage would-be buyers on the sidelines to jump in before 
a stronger upturn.

Median prices for existing single-family homes in most 
areas with widespread foreclosures—particularly Florida, 
the Midwest, and the Southeast—were still falling in the first 
quarter of 2010. Prices in some of California’s largest metros, 
however, did post measurable rebounds. Albeit an imperfect 

guide, history suggests that home prices move up only gradu-
ally after severe declines, even when foreclosures are less of a 
problem than they are today. 

remodeling markets 

While the drop in new construction spending has been off 
the charts, the cutback in remodeling activity is in line with 
previous downturns (figure 9). Real homeowner improvement 
spending in 2009 fell 25 percent from its 2006 peak—about a 
third as large as the drop in new residential construction. 

Remodeling generally holds up better during recessions than 
new construction because owners have little choice but to 
replace certain worn-out systems in their homes. The continu-
ing dominance of higher-income owners in the market may 
have also served to limit the cutback in remodeling expendi-
tures. In 2007, the top 5 percent of spenders accounted for fully 
47 percent of all home improvement spending, up from 45 
percent in 2001. This may have prevented a larger slide in the 
remodeling market both because higher-income households 
have been less affected by unemployment and house price 
declines, and because they have readier access to credit. 

Federal stimulus spending and tax incentives have supported 
improvement spending as well. The federal government dis-

 �  Low End     �  High End     

Notes: Values shown are monthly through March 2010. Low (high) end represents the bottom (top) third of the market based on previous purchase price.
Source: S&P/Case-Shiller Tiered House Price Indices.
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tributed $5 billion to states to provide low-income owners 
with free weatherization of their homes. While small in com-
parison with the more than $100 billion spent by homeowners 
on improvements, these programs were still a plus for remod-
eling last year. Perhaps more important, federal tax incentives 
encouraged owners to upgrade the energy efficiency of their 
homes. The share of professional remodelers reporting they 
had worked on projects linked to the energy-efficiency tax 
credits thus increased from 39 percent in 2009 to 53 percent 
in early 2010. 

Housing and tHe eConomy

With the exception of the 2001 recession, housing construc-
tion typically leads the nation both into and out of recessions. 
In that year, unusually sharp and rapid interest rate reduc-
tions engineered by the Federal Reserve kept housing rela-
tively strong both before and after the downturn. 

After dragging down the economy for 14 straight quarters, 
residential fixed investment finally supported growth in the 
second half of 2009. As a share of GDP, residential investment 
bottomed out at 2.4 percent in the second quarter of 2009 and 
averaged 2.5 percent for the year—its lowest level since 1945. 
In total, real residential fixed investment dropped 53.7 percent 
from 2005 to 2009 (figure 10). 

Falling home prices also helped to dampen economic 
growth. Moody’s Economy.com estimates that spending 
cutbacks by homeowners reeling from both the loss of 
housing wealth and reduced capacity to tap into home 
equity shaved 0.8 of a percentage point from GDP growth in 
2009. Indeed, Freddie Mac reports that even though overall 
refinancing activity increased 75 percent last year, cash-out 
refinances were increasingly rare. The annual volume of 
home equity cashed out at refinancing of prime, first-lien 
conventional mortgages declined by another 25 percent to 
$70.8 billion in 2009—about one-fifth of the 2006 peak level. 
This pushed cash-out refinance volumes below 2001 levels 
in nominal terms. Meanwhile, the share of cash-in refi-
nances (borrowers paying down debt when they refinanced) 
climbed from about 10 percent in 2006 to 36 percent by the 
fourth quarter of 2009. 

Further gains in manufacturing, a continuing strong rebound 
in consumer spending, or a more robust recovery in hous-
ing markets and home prices will likely be necessary to 
keep the economy growing. During this cycle, employment 
nationwide declined by 8.4 million while the residential 
construction sector alone lost 1.3 million jobs. In areas that 
had relied heavily on homebuilding to fuel growth—such as 
Florida, Arizona, and Nevada—a bounceback in construc-
tion may be necessary for a job recovery to take hold. 

Note: Changes in 1929–33 and 1940–44 are in chained 1937 dollars; 1963–67, 1972–75 
and 1978–82 in chained 1972 dollars; 1986–91 in chained 1987 dollars: and 2005–9 in 
chained 2005 dollars. 

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Product Accounts.
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 �  JCHS Estimate     �  Trend Growth

Notes: The JCHS estimate is the 2005 American Housing Survey total owner improvements indexed by the 
annual level of owner improvements as reported by the US Census C-30 series. Trend growth for 2005–9 is 
calculated by applying the 1995–2000 growth in owner improvements by age, household type, and minority 
status in the AHS to JCHS household projections. Values are adjusted for inflation by the CPI-U for All Items.

Sources: JCHS tabulations of US Census Bureau, American Housing Survey; JCHS 2009 household projections.
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�  Owner Improvements     �  New Residential Construction     

Notes: Values are adjusted for inflation by the CPI-U for All Items. New residential 
construction includes private production of both single-family and multifamily structures. 
Declines in owner improvements and construction occur over slightly different periods.

Source: US Census Bureau, Construction Spending Statistics.
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�  Ten Metros with the Largest Declines (73–85%)

�  Ten Metros with the Smallest Declines (18–28%)

Note: Data include the 50 largest homebuilding markets, as ranked by permits 
issued in 1986, posting greater than 10% declines in permits. 
Source: JCHS tabulations of US Census Bureau, New Residential Construction.
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tHe outlook

Entering 2010, it appears that unusually low demand for new 
homes—rather than a large oversupply of housing—is holding 
back residential construction. In fact, the deep cuts in home-
building have likely brought long-run supply and demand 
closer to balance. But the depressed state of demand is keep-
ing vacancy rates for for-rent and for-sale homes on the mar-
ket stubbornly high. Meanwhile, vacancy rates for units held 
off market coming off foreclosures are still climbing. 

After previous recessions, robust employment growth has 
been necessary for housing starts to stage a comeback. 
Interest rate changes can help or hurt, but generally have 
to be large to make a substantial difference. Moreover, the 
amount by which homebuilding falls at the local level has 
little to do with how quickly it revives. As the experience of 
1986–92 shows, the rising tide lifted all metropolitan markets 
at about the same pace until several years out (figure 11). 

Unusually weak demand has also undercut home improve-
ment spending. While average homeowner remodeling 
expenditures did show a sharp uptick in 2000–6, it now 
appears that the amount by which remodeling demand is 
currently below trend has made up for the amount by which 
it was above trend earlier in the decade (figure 12). Owners 
tend to spend more on remodeling right after purchasing 
homes, and their expenditures are sensitive to interest rates 
if the improvement projects require financing. The Leading 
Indicator of Remodeling Activity for the first quarter of 2010 
thus points to a rebound that should extend throughout the 
year, largely as a result of the pickup in existing home sales 
and the decline in interest rates. 

In the longer term, both homebuilding and remodeling 
activity should increase dramatically. Demographic forces 
will lift household growth over the coming decade regard-
less of whether immigration is suppressed or the echo 
boomers delay forming independent households (table a-5). 
Thus, even under a low-immigration scenario and assuming 
headship rates hold constant at 2008 levels, overall hous-
ing demand—including for second homes and replacement 
of older housing lost from the stock—should support more 
than 17 million new home completions and manufactured 
home placements between 2010 and 2020. 
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�  Ten Metros with the Largest Declines (73–85%)

�  Ten Metros with the Smallest Declines (18–28%)

Note: Data include the 50 largest homebuilding markets, as ranked by permits 
issued in 1986, posting greater than 10% declines in permits. 
Source: JCHS tabulations of US Census Bureau, New Residential Construction.
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